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 A SPECIAL SECTION ON ASSESSMENT
 Computerized Gradebooks
 | ~~~Of Ob jectivity
 Computerized grading programs and
 electronic gradebooks can be useful tools.
 But in the end, Mr. Guskey reminds us,
 teachers must still decide what grade
 offers the most accurate and fairest
 description of each student's achievement and level of performance.
 BY THOMAS R. GUSKEY
 F YOU ASK middle school or high school teachers today how they determine their students'
 grades, the first thing most of them will do is open a computerized grading program. They'll
 show you the vast array of data they keep on each student and explain how they weigh the dif
 ferent pieces of information. At the end of the marking period, they combine these various meas
 ures and, with the help of the computer, calculate a summary score to the one-hundred-thou
 sandth of a decimal point. The computer then converts this summary score into the letter grade
 that is printed on a report card and sent home to parents. Many teachers will also go on to de
 scribe the fairness and objectivity of this process, pointing out how the mathematical precision
 of the computer makes it easy for them to explain and to defend their grading policies to students, to
 parents, and to administrators.
 But do computerized gradebooks really make grad
 ing fairer and more objective? Or have the technical
 capabilities of these programs seduced teachers and
 school leaders into a false sense of confidence in the
 accuracy and validity of the grades they assign?
 COMPUTERIZED GRADEBOOKS
 Computerized grading programs and electronic grade
 books rank among the best-selling computer software
 available to educators today. They appeal to teachers
 primarily because they simplify record-keeping. The
 spreadsheet formats and database management systems
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 TABLE 1.
 Summary Grades Tallied by Three Different Methods
 Student Unit Unit Unit Unit Unit Average Grade Median Grade Deleting Grade
 1 2 3 4 5 Score Score Lowest
 1 59 69 79 89 99 79 C 79 C 84 B
 2 99 89 79 69 59 79 C 79 C 84 B
 3 77 80 80 78 80 79 C 80 B 79.5 C
 4 49 49 98 99 100 79 C 98 A 86.5 B
 5 100 99 98 49 49 79 C 98 A 86.5 B
 6 0 98 98 99 100 79 C 98 A 98.8 A
 7 100 99 98 98 0 79 C 98 A 98.8 A
 Grading Scale: 90%-100%=A, 80%-89%=B, 70%-79%=C, 60%-69%=D, 59% or lower=F.
 included in these programs make it easy for teachers
 to enter and tally precisely large amounts of numerical
 information.' Thus they are suited particularly well to
 the point-based grading systems of middle school and
 high school teachers, who often record numerical data
 on the performance of more than 100 students each
 week.
 Most computerized grading programs also present
 educators with a wide range of options. Some simply
 help teachers to keep more detailed records on students'
 learning progress.2 Others allow teachers to present sum
 maries of their students' achievement and performance
 in a variety of different formats, including computer
 displays, online reports, and even digital portfolios. Still
 other programs actually perform grading tasks. The sim
 plest of these scan, mark, and analyze assessments com
 posed of true/false, matching, and multiple-choice items.
 More recently, however, exciting advances have been
 made in the use of computers to evaluate and grade
 students' essays, compositions, and other writing sam
 ples.3
 For all their advantages, however, computerized grad
 ing programs also have their shortcomings. Perhaps the
 most serious is that they lead the educators who use them
 to believe that mathematical precision necessarily brings
 greater objectivity and enhanced fairness to grading.
 Many teachers assume that, so long as the mathemat
 ical calculations are correct and all students are treated
 the same, then the grades assigned are accurate and just.
 But numerical precision is not the same as evaluative
 fairness, honesty, or truth. While computerized grad
 ing programs and electronic gradebooks may greatly
 simplify record-keeping, they do not lessen the chal
 lenge involved in assigning grades that accurately and
 honestly reflect students' level of performance.
 MATHEMATICAL PRECISION VERSUS VALID GRADES
 Consider, for example, the data in Table 1. The
 scores on the left side of the table reflect the perform
 ance of seven students over five instructional units. The
 s or s on the right represent summary scores for these
 students calculated by three different methods. The
 first method is the simple arithmetic average of the
 unit scores, with all units receiving equal weight. The
 second is the median or middle score from the five
 units.4 Because the median is positional rather than pro
 portional, it's not influenced by extreme scores, as is
 an average. The third method is also an arithmetic av
 erage, but with the lowest unit score in the group delet
 ed. This method is based on the assumption that no
 one, including students, performs at a peak level all the
 time.5 These are the three tallying methods most fre
 quently used by teachers and most commonly employed
 in computerized grading programs and electronic grade
 books.
 Consider, too, the following explanations for these
 score patterns:
 * Student 1 struggled in the early part of the mark
 ing period but continued to work hard, improved in
 each unit, and performed excellently in unit 5.
 * Student 2 began with excellent performance in
 unit 1 but then lost motivation, declined steadily dur
 ing the marking period, and received a failing mark
 for unit 5.
 * Student 3 performed steadily throughout the mark
 ing period, receiving three B's and two C's, both near
 the cutoff between B and C.
 * Student 4 began the marking period poorly and
 failed the first two units but, with newfound interest,
 performed excellently in units 3, 4, and 5.
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 * Student 5 began the marking period excellently
 but then lost interest and failed the last two units.
 * Student 6 skipped school (an unexcused absence)
 during the first unit but performed excellently in every
 other unit.
 * Student 7 performed excellently in the first four
 units but was caught cheating on the assessment for
 unit 5 and received a score of zero for that unit.
 As is evident from Table 1, all three of these tally
 ing methods are mathematically precise. Yet each one
 yields a very different pattern of grades for these sev
 en students. If you use the simple arithmetic average,
 all seven students would receive the same grade of C.
 If you use the median, there would be just two C's,
 one B, and four A's. And if you use an arithmetic av
 erage with the lowest score deleted, there would be
 just one C, four B's, and two A's. Note, too, that the
 one student who would receive a grade of C using this
 third method had unit grades ofjust two C's and three
 B's. More important, not one student would receive
 the same grade across all three methods. In fact, two
 students (Student 4 and Student 5) could receive a
 grade ofA, B, or C, depending on the tallying method
 you use.
 The teacher responsible for assigning grades to the
 performance of these seven students has to answer a
 number of difficult questions. For example, which of
 these three methods is fairest? Which method provides
 the most accurate summary of each student's achieve
 ment and level of performance? Do all seven students
 deserve the same grade, as using the arithmetic aver
 age suggests, or are there defensible reasons to justify
 different grades for certain students? And if there are
 reasons to justify different grades, can these reasons be
 clearly specified? Can they be fairly and equitably ap
 plied to the performance of all students? Can these
 reasons be clearly communicated to students before
 instruction begins? Would it be fair to apply them if
 they were not communicated to students?
 The nature of the assessment information from which
 these scores are derived could make matters even more
 tangled. It might make a difference, for example, if the
 content of each unit assessment was cumulative. In oth
 er words, the assessment for unit 2 contained material
 from units 1 and 2, and the unit 5 assessment included
 material from all five previous units. And if it did, would
 this make these grading decisions any easier, or would
 it further complicate summary calculations?
 What should be evident in this example is that the
 use of computerized grading programs won't solve these
 complex grading problems. Although such programs
 can simplify numerical record-keeping, the mathemati
 cal precision they offer does not make the grading process
 any more objective or any fairer. Calculating a sum
 mary score to the one-hundred-thousandth of a deci
 mal point doesn't yield a more accurate depiction of
 students' achievement and level of performance. Each
 teacher still must decide what information goes into
 the calculation, what weight will be attached to each
 source of information, and what method will be used
 to tally and summarize that information.
 This example also illustrates several questionable grad
 ing practices that computerized grading programs ttyp
 ically ignore. Although not new and certainly not in
 herent in the use of technology in grading, the poten
 tially harmful effects of these practices make it im
 perative that educators carefully examine their impact
 and consider other alternatives. Three such practices
 include 1) averaging scores to determine a grade, 2)
 the use of zeroes, and 3) taking credit away from stu
 dents or lowering their grade because of behavioral in
 fractions.
 AVERAGING SCORES TO DETERMINE A GRADE
 If a mark or grade is supposed to represent an ac
 curate description of how well students have learned,
 as most experts on grading agree it should,6 then the
 practice of averaging generally falls far short. For ex
 ample, how often have you heard students lament, "I
 have to get an A on the final exam in order to pass this
 course"? But does this situation really make sense, or
 does it illustrate the inappropriateness of averaging? If
 a final examination or summative performance truly
 represents a comprehensive assessment of what stu
 dents have learned, how can an A level of perform
 ance there translate to a C or D for the course grade?
 Similarly, if a final grade is to refldct what students
 have learned and can do at the end of the course, can
 averaging scores from past assessments with measures
 of current performance be considered appropriate?
 Educators generally recognize learning as a pro
 gressive and incremental process. Most also agree that
 students should have multiple opportunities to dem
 onstrate their learning. But is it fair to consider all these
 learning trials in determining students' grades? If at
 any time in the instructional process students demon
 strate that they've learned the concepts well and mas
 tered the intended learning goals, doesn't that make all
 previous information on their learning of those con
 JUNE 2002 777
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 "This isn't a report card. It's a worst-case scenario.'
 cepts inaccurate and invalid? Why then should such in
 formation be "averaged in" when determining students'
 grades?
 Because any single measure of learning can be un
 reliable, most researchers recommend using several in
 dicators to determine students' marks or grades.7 Nev
 ertheless, teachers must continually ask themselves,
 "What information provides the most accurate depic
 tion of students' learning at this time?" In nearly all
 cases, the answer is "the most current information." If
 students demonstrate that past assessment results no
 longer accurately reflect their learning, that informa
 tion must be discarded and replaced by the new infor
 mation. Continuing to rely on past assessment data mis
 communicates students' achievement. Can you imag
 ine, for example, the karate teacher suggesting that a
 student who starts with a white belt but then progress
 es to earn a black belt actually deserves a gray belt?
 Averaging can also have detrimental effects on stu
 dent motivation. Suppose, for example, that a student
 does poorly on one or two major assessments admin
 istered early in the marking period, as was the case
 with Student 4 and Student 6 in Table 1. Knowing
 that those scores will be "averaged in" as part of the fi
 nal grade, what motivation do these students have to
 do well on other assessments? Even if they perform at
 the highest level from that time on, the practice of av
 eraging gives them virtually no chance of attaining a
 high grade.
 And consider this extreme but true occurrence. A
 high school student I know experienced the death of
 a beloved family member during the first marking peri
 od of his senior year. The trauma of that experience
 proved exceptionally difficult for this young man. As
 a result, he neglected his schoolwork completely and
 received failing grades in all his courses. But then, with
 help from counselors, family and community mem
 bers, and his teachers, he recovered emotionally, re
 dedicated himself to his schooling, and with diligent
 effort attained A's in all his courses during the re
 maining three marking periods of the school year. Be
 cause of his school's policy of averaging, however, his
 final course grades were all C's. Did those C's accu
 rately reflect what he had learned? Did they represent
 what he had accomplished? Did they adequately de
 scribe his achievement or level of performance? Was
 this fair?
 Recognizing that single measures of student learn
 ing can be flawed or unreliable, most teachers use mul
 tiple sources of information when assigning marks or
 grades. But simply combining all such measures and
 calculating an average is rarely appropriate or fair. Some
 educators argue that the median or middle score pro
 vides a more appropriate measure, but that practice,
 too, can be problematic.
 To provide an accurate summary of students' per
 formance, teachers must begin by looking for consis
 tency in the evidence gathered. If that evidence is con
 sistent across several indicators, then deciding what
 grade to assign is relatively straightforward. This would
 be the case, for example, for students who obtained
 very similar scores on a class project, on two summa
 tive examinations, and on an oral report. But even these
 cases get complicated when scores consistently fall near
 the cutoff between two grades. Note, for example, the
 scores of Student 3 in Table 1.
 If the evidence of student achievement is inconsis
 tent, then teachers must look deeper and search for
 the reasons why.9 They also have to face the difficult
 challenge of deciding what evidence or combination
 of evidence represents the truest and most appropri
 ate summary of students' achievement and perform
 ance. In such cases, three general guidelines can be rec
 ommended.'0
 First, the most recent evidence should always be
 given priority or greater weight. Because grades are
 usually meant to represent students' current achieve
 ment status or level of performance, the most accu
 rate evidence is generally the evidence collected most
 recently. Therefore, scores from assessments at the end
 of the marking period are typically more representa
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 tive of what students have learned than those collect
 ed at the beginning.
 A second strategy is to give priority or greater weight
 to the most comprehensive forms of evidence. If cer
 tain sources of evidence represent cumulative summa
 ries of the knowledge and skills students have acquired,
 then these should hold the greatest weight in determin
 ing students' grades. Exceptions to this approach might
 be necessary, however, for students who suffer inordi
 nate test or performance anxiety. Such students typical
 ly do remarkably well on assignments, quizzes, and class
 discussions, but then "freeze" during larger assessments
 or performances. In these cases, teachers may have to
 consider other means of gathering evidence, such as oral
 ly questioning those students or providing some other
 means for them to demonstrate their learning, in order
 to get a more valid representation of what they can do.
 A third approach would be to "rank order" the evi
 dence gathered in terms of its importance to the learn
 ing goals or standards of the course. Those sources of
 evidence that relate to the most important goals or
 standards should then be given priority. For example,
 teachers might attach greater importance to students'
 scores on a project that required them to synthesize and
 apply what they had learned than they might give to
 the scores students attained on assessments designed
 to tap basic knowledge and comprehension of course
 content.
 Whatever strategy teachers choose, they must be
 sure to apply that strategy consistently. Although ex
 ceptions to accommodate unusual or extenuating cir
 cumstances are always permissible, fairness in grading
 dictates that teachers inform students about their grad
 ing policies and practices in advance and then faith
 fully and consistently apply those policies.
 THE USE OF ZEROES
 Few teachers believe that grades should be used to
 punish students for their lack of effort or for demon
 strating inadequate responsibility. At the same time,
 however, many teachers assign zeroes to student work
 that is missed, neglected, or turned in late.1l Obvious
 ly, if grades are to represent how well students have
 learned, then the practice of assigning zeroes for "ad
 ministrative or behavioral" reasons clearly misses the
 mark.
 Zeroes have an even more profound effect if com
 bined with the practice of averaging. Students who re
 ceive a single zero have little chance of success because
 such an extreme score so drastically skews the average.
 (Note, for example, the scores of Student 6 and Stu
 dent 7 in Table 1.) For this reason, in scoring Olympic
 events like gymnastics and diving, the highest and low
 est judges' scores are always eliminated before the av
 eraging takes place. If they were not, a single judge
 could control the results of an entire competition sim
 ply by giving extreme scores.
 Some teachers defend the practice of assigning ze
 roes by arguing that they cannot give students credit
 for work that is incomplete or not turned in - and
 that's certainly true. But there are far better ways to
 motivate and encourage students to complete assign
 ments than by assigning them zeroes, especially con
 sidering the overwhelmingly negative effects.
 One alternative approach is to assign an "incom
 plete" and then require students to do additional work
 to bring their performance up to an acceptable level.
 Students who miss an assignment or neglect a project
 deadline, for example, might be required to attend af
 ter-school study sessions or special Saturday school pro
 grams in order to complete their work. In other words,
 these students are not "let off the hook" with a zero.
 Instead, students learn that they have responsibilities
 in school and that their actions have specific conse
 quences. In addition, it helps to make the grade a more
 accurate reflection of what the students have actually
 learned.
 LOWERING GRADES BECAUSE OF BEHAVIOR
 Another typical grading practice with detrimental
 effects is lowering students' grades because of behav
 ioral infractions. Some teachers lower students' grades
 for classroom disruptions and similar forms of mis
 conduct. Other teachers consider tardiness or class at
 tendance in determining students' grades and often
 reduce the grades of students who are late or who miss
 class sessions. Teachers also vary widely in how they
 handle such offenses as plagiarism, copying another
 student's work, and other forms of "cheating." But
 most teachers weigh such transgressions heavily when
 determining students' grades.
 Student 6 and Student 7 in Table 1 offer excellent
 examples. Although Student 6 performed exception
 ally well throughout most of the marking period, a zero
 due to an unexcused absence could severely affect his
 or her course grade. Student 7 performed excellently
 in four units but was then caught cheating on the as
 sessment for unit 5 and received a zero. Most teachers
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 would undoubtedly consider this a fair response to Stu
 dent 7's infraction. But when it comes to determining
 this student's course grade, the issues become thornier.
 Some teachers would look at the achievement history
 over the marking period, conclude that this incident
 was an exception, and assign the student a high grade.
 Others would reason that the high marks in earlier
 units could well have been attained through cheating
 as well, although the student didn't get caught. Hence,
 they would feel justified in assigning a lower grade.
 The essential question the teacher must address in
 each of these cases is, "What is the purpose of grad
 ing?" If the purpose of grading is to present a sum
 mary judgment of students' achievement and level of
 performance, then to count these behavioral infrac
 tions in determining the grade clearly miscommuni
 cates. Although such infractions cannot be ignored,
 it's clear that they are not part of the evidence that
 shows what these students have learned and are able
 to do.
 A better strategy is to report these behavioral in
 fractions separately and not include them as part of
 the course grade. For example, in a growing number
 of schools, reporting forms are designed to include in
 dicators of students' class behaviors and work habits
 in addition to grades representing their achievement
 and level of performance."2 In other words, teachers
 report "multiple grades" in each course, separating evi
 dence of students' learning from information about
 their behavior and conduct.
 Some educators might feel that reporting multiple
 grades makes both record-keeping and grading proce
 dures overly complicated. But those who use this ap
 proach report that it actually simplifies grading. They
 collect no additional information from students and
 have eliminated the final step of having to combine
 these diverse sources of evidence. By separating the dif
 ferent aspects of students' performance in school, these
 teachers provide more specific information to parents
 and to students. In addition, they are able to identify
 more clearly students' strengths as well as areas in which
 improvement is needed.
 Computerized grading programs and electronic grade
 books greatly simplify the record-keeping tasks teach
 ers face. They allow teachers to collect and efficiently
 summarize large amounts of data on student learning.
 But the efficiency and mathematical precision of these
 programs does not make the grades they generate more
 accurate, honest, fair, or objective.
 Grading requires careful planning, thoughtful judg
 ment, a clear focus on purpose, excellent communica
 tion skills, and an overriding concern for the well-be
 ing of students - qualities that no computer possesses.
 Teachers at all levels must make carefully reasoned de
 cisions about which components will be included in
 determining students' grades, how those components
 will be combined and summarized, and what format
 will be used to report the summaries. While computer
 ized grading programs and electronic gradebooks can
 be useful tools, they do not relieve teachers of the pro
 fessional responsibilities involved in making these cru
 cial decisions. In the end, teachers must still decide
 what grade offers the most accurate and fairest descrip
 tion of each student's achievement and level of per
 formance.
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